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in the recent past, there have been some issues with the new version of
lumion 9.5 viewer. here are the detailed steps that we have taken to solve
the problem. the client should now be able to view lumion projects in
lumion 9. if you have any other questions or need further assistance,
please contact us via our contact form.  i found a solution for the problem i
got. first i thought it was the update, but that was not the problem. the
problem was the plugin. i sent lumion an email to let them know that i
found a solution, and i will let you know when it is fixed. thank you.
looking for a solution for that issue? i am having the same problem and
i've been trying to fix it. i sent lumion an email about it and let them know
about it, and i will let you know when it is fixed. thank you. i received this
email from lumion. the free lumion livesync plugin lets you set up a
simultaneous, real-time connection between your 3d model in revit and
lumion 10.3. change the models shape in revit to test a modified design,
and youll instantly see the model updated in lumion so you can view it
with accurate lighting and shadow, surrounding contexts such as urban
neighborhoods or rural settings, and beautiful, realistic materials. lumion
9.5 viewer win is only needed if you want to send a project to a client and
give them the unique ability to see and fly through the model in lumions
real-time 3d. import your model from revit, 3ds max, sketchup, autocad,
rhino, or archicad, among many other modeling programs, and lumion
instantly breathes life into your designs with realistic landscapes and
urban context, stylish effects, and thousands of objects and materials
from the content library. you might like to download laubwerk plants kit 7
free download
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Lumion 9.5 Viewer Win

with lumion 11, you can create interactive visualizations in as little as 10
minutes! lumion’s new animation features include advanced phasing and
material control to bring life and interactivity to your design. with an easy

to use interface, lumion 11 makes it simple to create a variety of new
visualizations in just 10 minutes. the interface is intuitive and easy to use,

allowing you to show your customers exactly what you want to show
them. the new lumion 11, allows you to create a variety of new

visualizations with minimal effort. all of the information you need to make
a correct decision is right there and easy to access. get the information

your customers need is easier than ever. no longer will you have to spend
time trying to find the information they need. with the new lumion 11,

getting the information your customers need is easier than ever. with the
new lumion 11, you can create a variety of new visualizations with

minimal effort. all of the information you need to make a correct decision
is right there and easy to access. the interface is intuitive and easy to use,

allowing you to show your customers exactly what you want to show
them. when prompted to choose a location to save the plugin, you should

browse to the location where you downloaded the plugin, and save the
plugin there. once the plugin is saved, you need to start the lumion

application, and open the lumion network. you should see that the revit to
lumion bridge plug-in is listed. click on this item. now, you can import your
model into lumion. when you open up the lumion network, you should see
the 3d view of the model you are importing. you can make changes to the

model in lumion, and then export the new version of the model.
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